Knowledge bases support multiple research e orts such as providing contextual information for biomedical entities, constructing networks, and supporting the interpretation of high-throughput analyses. Some knowledge bases are automatically constructed, but most are populated via some form of manual curation. Manual curation is time consuming and di cult to scale in the context of an increasing publication rate. A recently described "data programming" paradigm seeks to circumvent this arduous process by combining distant supervision with simple rules and heuristics written as labeling functions that can be automatically applied to inputs. Unfortunately writing useful label functions requires substantial error analysis and is a nontrivial task: in early e orts to use data programming we found that producing each label function could take a few days. Producing a biomedical knowledge base with multiple node and edge types could take hundreds or possibly thousands of label functions. In this paper we sought to evaluate the extent to which label functions could be re-used across edge types. We used a subset of Hetionet v1 that centered on disease, compound, and gene nodes to evaluate this approach. We compared a baseline distant supervision model with the same distant supervision resources added to edge-type-speci c label functions, edgetype-mismatch label functions, and all label functions. We con rmed that adding additional edge-typespeci c label functions improves performance. We also found that adding one or a few edge-typemismatch label functions nearly always improved performance. Adding a large number of edge-typemismatch label functions produce variable performance that depends on the edge type being predicted and the label function's edge type source. Lastly, we show that this approach, even on this subgraph of Hetionet, could add new edges to Hetionet v1 with high con dence. We expect that practical use of this strategy would include additional ltering and scoring methods which would further enhance precision.
Introduction
Knowledge bases are important resources that hold complex structured and unstructed information. These resources have been used in important tasks such as network analysis for drug repurposing discovery [1, 2, 3] or as a source of training labels for text mining systems [4, 5, 6] . Populating knowledge bases often requires highly-trained scientists to read biomedical literature and summarize the results [7] . This manual curation process requires a signi cant amount of e ort and time: in 2007 researchers estimated that lling in the missing annotations would require approximately 8.4 years [8] . The rate of publications has continued to increase exponentially [9] . This has been recognized as a considerable challenge, which can lead to gaps in knowledge bases [8] . Relationship extraction has been studied as a solution towards handling this problem [7] . This process consists of creating a machine learning system to automatically scan and extract relationships from textual sources. Machine learning methods often leverage a large corpus of well-labeled training data, which still requires manual curation. Distant supervision is one technique to sidestep the requirement of well-annotated sentences: with distant supervision one makes the assumption that all sentences containing an entity pair found in a selected database provide evidence for a relationship [4] . Distant supervision provides many labeled examples; however it is accompanied by a decrease in the quality of the labels. Ratner et al. [10] recently introduced "data programming" as a solution. Data programming combines distant supervision with the automated labeling of text using hand-written label functions. The distant supervision sources and label functions are integrated using a noise aware generative model that is used to produce training labels. Combining distant supervision with label functions can dramatically reduce the time required to acquire su cient training data. However, constructing a knowledge base of heterogeneous relationships through this framework still requires tens of hand-written label functions for each relationship type. Writing useful label functions requires signi cant error analysis, which can be a time-consuming process.
In this paper, we aim to address the question: to what extent can label functions be re-used across di erent relationship types? We hypothesized that sentences describing one relationship type may share information in the form of keywords or sentence structure with sentences that indicate other relationship types. We designed a series of experiments to determine the extent to which label function re-use enhanced performance over distant supervision alone. We examined relationships that indicated similar types of physical interactions (i.e., gene-binds-gene and compound-binds-gene) as well as di erent types (i.e., disease-associates-gene and compound-treats-disease). The re-use of label functions could dramatically reduce the number required to generate and update a heterogeneous knowledge graph.
Related Work
Relationship extraction is the process of detecting and classifying semantic relationships from a collection of text. This process can be broken down into three di erent categories: (1) the use of natural language processing techniques such as manually crafted rules and the identi cation of key text patterns for relationship extraction, (2) the use of unsupervised methods via co-occurrence scores or clustering, and (3) supervised or semi-supervised machine learning using annotated datasets for the classi cation of documents or sentences. In this section, we discuss selected e orts for each type of edge that we include in this project.
Disease-Gene Associations
E orts to extract Disease-associates-Gene (DaG) relationships have often used manually crafted rules or unsupervised methods. One study used hand crafted rules based on a sentence's grammatical structure, represented as dependency trees, to extract DaG relationships [11] . Some of these rules inspired certain DaG text pattern label functions in our work. Another study used co-occurrence frequencies within abstracts and sentences to score the likelihood of association between disease and gene pairs [12] . The results of this study were incorporated into Hetionet v1 [3] , so this served as one of our distant supervision label functions. Another approach built o of the above work by incorporating a supervised classi er, trained via distant supervision, into a scoring scheme [13] . Each sentence containing a disease and gene mention is scored using a logistic regression model and combined using the same co-occurrence approach used in Pletscher-Frankild et al. [12] . We compared our results to this approach to measure how well our overall method performs relative to other methods. Besides the mentioned three studies, researchers have used co-occurrences for extraction alone [14, 15, 16] or in combination with other features to recover DaG relationships [17] . One recent e ort relied on a bi-clustering approach to detect DaG-relevant sentences from Pubmed abstracts [18] with clustering of dependency paths grouping similar sentences together. The results of this work supply our domain heuristic label functions. These approaches do not rely on a wellannotated training performance and tend to provide excellent recall, though the precision is often worse than with supervised methods [19, 20] .
Hand-crafted high-quality datasets [21, 22, 23 ,24] often serve as a gold standard for training, tuning, and testing supervised machine learning methods in this setting. Support vector machines have been repeatedly used to detect DaG relationships [21, 25, 26] . These models perform well in large feature spaces, but are slow to train as the number of data points becomes large. Recently, some studies have used deep neural network models. One used a pre-trained recurrent neural network [27] , and another used distant supervision [28] . Due to the success of these two models, we decided to use a deep neural network as our discriminative model.
Compound Treats Disease
The goal of extracting Compound-treats-Disease (CtD) edges is to identify sentences that mention current drug treatments or propose new uses for existing drugs. One study combined an inference model from previously established drug-gene and gene-disease relationships to infer novel drugdisease interactions via co-occurrences [29] . A similar approach has also been applied to CtD extraction [30] . Manually-curated rules have also been applied to PubMed abstracts to address this task [31] . The rules were based on identifying key phrases and wordings related to using drugs to treat a disease, and we used these patterns as inspirations for some of our CtD label functions. Lastly, one study used a bi-clustering approach to identify sentences relevant to CtD edges [18] . As with DaG edges, we use the results from this study to provide what we term as domain heuristic label functions.
Recent work with supervised machine learning methods has often focused on compounds that induce a disease: an important question for toxicology and the subject of the BioCreative V dataset [32] . We don't consider environmental toxicants in our work, as our source databases for distant supervision are primarily centered around FDA-approved therapies.
Compound Binds Gene
The BioCreative VI track 5 task focused on classifying compound-protein interactions and has led to a great deal of work on the topic [33]. The equivalent edge in our networks is Compound-binds-Gene (CbG). Curators manually annotated 2,432 PubMed abstracts for ve di erent compound protein interactions (agonist, antagonist, inhibitor, activator and substrate/product production) as part of the BioCreative task. The best performers on this task achieved an F1 score of 64.10% [33] . Numerous additional groups have now used the publicly available dataset, that resulted from this competition, to train supervised machine learning methods [27, 34, 35, 36, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40] and semi-supervised machine learning methods [41] . These approaches depend on well-annotated training datasets, which creates a bottleneck. In addition to supervised and semi-supervised machine learning methods, hand crafted rules [42] and bi-clustering of dependency trees [18] have been used. We use the results from the bi-clustering study to provide a subset of the CbG label functions in this work.
Gene-Gene Interactions
Akin to the DaG edge type, many e orts to extract Gene-interacts-Gene (GiG) relationships used cooccurrence approaches. This edge type is more frequently referred to as a protein-protein interaction. Even approaches as simple as calculating Z-scores from PubMed abstract co-occurrences can be informative [43] , and there are numerous studies using co-occurrences [16, 44, 45, 46] . However, more sophisticated strategies such as distant supervision appear to improve performance [13] . Similarly to the other edge types, the bi-clustering approach over dependency trees has also been applied to this edge type [18] . This manuscript provides a set of label functions for our work.
Most supervised classi ers used publicly available datasets for evaluation [47, 48, 49, 50, 51] . These datasets are used equally among studies, but can generate noticeable di erences in terms of performance [52] . Support vector machines were a common approach to extract GiG edges [53, 54] . However, with the growing popularity of deep learning numerous deep neural network architectures have been applied [41, 55, 56, 57] . Distant supervision has also been used in this domain [58] , and in fact this e ort was one of the motivating rationales for our work. Figure 1 : A metagraph (schema) of Hetionet where biomedical entities are represented as nodes and the relationships between them are represented as edges. We examined performance on the highlighted subgraph; however, the longterm vision is to capture edges for the entire graph.
Materials and Methods

Hetionet
Hetionet [3] is a large heterogenous network that contains pharmacological and biological information. This network depicts information in the form of nodes and edges of di erent types: nodes that represent biological and pharmacological entities and edges which represent relationships between entities. Hetionet v1.0 contains 47,031 nodes with 11 di erent data types and 2,250,197 edges that represent 24 di erent relationship types ( Figure 1 ). Edges in Hetionet were obtained from open databases, such as the GWAS Catalog [59] and DrugBank [60] . For this project, we analyzed performance over a subset of the Hetionet relationship types: disease associates with a gene (DaG), compound binds to a gene (CbG), gene interacts with gene (GiG) and compound treating a disease (CtD).
Dataset
We used PubTator [61] as input to our analysis. PubTator provides MEDLINE abstracts that have been annotated with well-established entity recognition tools including DNorm [62] for disease mentions, GeneTUKit [63] for gene mentions, Gnorm [64] for gene normalizations and a dictionary based search system for compound mentions [65] . We downloaded PubTator on June 30, 2017, at which point it contained 10,775,748 abstracts. Then we ltered out mention tags that were not contained in hetionet. We used the Stanford CoreNLP parser [66] to tag parts of speech and generate dependency trees. We extracted sentences with two or more mentions, termed candidate sentences. Each candidate sentence was strati ed by co-mention pair to produce a training set, tuning set and a testing set (shown in Table 1 ). Each unique co-mention pair is sorted into four categories: (1) in hetionet and has sentences, (2) in hetionet and doesn't have sentences, (3) not in hetionet and does have sentences and (4) not in hetionet and doesn't have sentences. Within these four categories each pair is randomly assigned their own individual partition rank (continuous number between 0 and 1).
Any rank lower than 0.7 is sorted into the training set, while any rank greater than 0.7 and lower than 0.9 is assigned to the tuning set. The rest of the pairs with a rank greater than or equal to 0.9 is assigned to the test set. Sentences that contain more than one co-mention pair are treated as multiple individual candidates. We hand labeled ve hundred to a thousand candidate sentences of each relationship type to obtain a ground truth set (Table 1) 
Label Functions for Annotating Sentences
The challenge of having too few ground truth annotations is common to many natural language processing settings, even when unannotated text is abundant. Data programming circumvents this issue by quickly annotating large datasets by using multiple noisy signals emitted by label functions [10] . Label functions are simple pythonic functions that emit: a positive label (1), a negative label (-1) or abstain from emitting a label (0). We combine these functions using a generative model to output a single annotation, which is a consensus probability score bounded between 0 (low chance of mentioning a relationship) and 1 (high chance of mentioning a relationship). We used these annotations to train a discriminator model that makes the nal classi cation step. Our label functions fall into three categories: databases, text patterns and domain heuristics. We provide examples for each category in our supplemental methods section.
Training Models
Generative Model
The generative model is a core part of this automatic annotation framework. It integrates multiple signals emitted by label functions and assigns a training class to each candidate sentence. This model assigns training classes by estimating the joint probability distribution of the latent true class ( ) and label function signals ( ), . Assuming each label function is conditionally independent, the joint distribution is de ned as follows:
where is the number of candidate sentences, is the vector of summary statistics and is a vector of weights for each summary statistic. The summary statistics used by the generative model are as follows:
Lab is the label function's propensity (the frequency of a label function emitting a signal). Acc is the individual label function's accuracy given the training class. This model optimizes the weights ( ) by
minimizing the negative log likelihood:
In the framework we used predictions from the generative model, , as training classes for our dataset [67,68].
Experimental Design
Being able to re-use label functions across edge types would substantially reduce the number of label functions required to extract multiple relationships from biomedical literature. We rst established a baseline by training a generative model using only distant supervision label functions designed for the target edge type. As an example, for the GiG edge type we used label functions that returned a 1 if the pair of genes were included in the Human Interaction database [69] , the iRefIndex database [70] or in the Incomplete Interactome database [71]. Then we compared models that also included text and domain-heuristic label functions. Using a sampling with replacement approach, we sampled these text and domain-heuristic label functions separately within edge types, across edge types, and from a pool of all label functions. We compared within-edge-type performance to across-edge-type and alledge-type performance. For each edge type we sampled a xed number of label functions consisting of ve evenly-spaced numbers between one and the total number of possible label functions. We repeated this sampling process 50 times for each point. We evaluated both generative and discriminative (training and downstream analyses are described in the supplemental methods section) models at each point, and we reported performance of each in terms of the area under the receiver operating characteristic curve (AUROC) and the area under the precision-recall curve (AUPR). Lastly, we conducted a follow up experiment for the generative model described in the supplemental methods section.
Results
Generative Model Using Randomly Sampled Label Functionŝ
θ = a r g m i n θ − ∑ Λ l o g ∑ Y P ( Λ , Y ) ^ Y = P ( Y | Λ )
Figure 2:
Grid of AUROC scores for each generative model trained on randomly sampled label functions. The rows depict the relationship each model is trying to predict and the columns are the edge type speci c sources from which each label function is sampled. The right most column consists of pooling every relationship speci c label function and proceeding as above.
We added randomly sampled label functions to a baseline for each edge type to evaluate the feasibility of label function re-use. Our baseline model consisted of a generative model trained with only edge-speci c distant supervision label functions. We reported the results in AUROC and AUPR ( Figure 2 and Supplemental Figure 5 ). The on-diagonal plots of gure 2 and supplemental gure 5 show increasing performance when edge-speci c label functions are added on top of the edge-speci c baselines. The CtD edge type is a quintessential example of this trend. The baseline model starts o with an AUROC score of 52% and an AUPRC of 28%, which increase to 76% and 49% respectively as more CtD label functions are included. DaG edges have a similar trend: performance starting o with an AUROC of 56% and AUPR of 41% then increases to 62% and 45% respectively. Both the CbG and GiG edges have an increasing trend but plateau after a few label functions are added.
The o -diagonals in gure 2 and supplemental gure 5 show how performance varies when label functions from one edge type are added to a di erent edge type's baseline. In certain cases (apparent for DaG), performance increases regardless of the edge type used for label functions. In other cases (apparent with CtD), one label function appears to improve performance; however, adding more label functions does not improve performance (AUROC) or decreases it (AUPR). In certain cases, the source of the label functions appears to be important: the performance of CbG edges decrease when using label functions from the DaG and CtD categories.
Our initial hypothesis was based on the idea that certain edge types capture similar physical relationships and that these cases would be particularly amenable for label function transfer. For example, CbG and GiG both describe physical interactions. We observed that performance increased as assessed by both AUROC and AUPR when using label functions from the GiG edge type to predict CbG edges. A similar trend was observed when predicting the GiG edge; however, the performance di erences were small for this edge type making the importance di cult to assess.
The last column shows increasing performance (AUROC and AUPR) for both DaG and CtD when sampling from all label functions. CbG and GiG also had increased performance when one random label function was sampled, but performance decreased drastically as more label functions were added. It is possible that a small number of irrelevant label functions are able to overwhelm the distant supervision label functions in these cases (see Figure 3 and Supplemental Figure 6 ). We observed that including one label function of a mismatched type to distant supervision often improved performance, so we evaluated the e ects of adding a random label function in the same setting. We found that usually adding random noise did not improve performance ( Figure 3 and Supplemental Figure 6 ). For the CbG edge type we did observe slightly increased performance via AUPR (Supplemental Figure 6 ). However, performance changes in general were smaller than those observed with mismatched label types.
Random Label Function Generative Model Analysis
Discussion
We tested the feasibility of re-using label functions to extract relationships from literature. Through our sampling experiment, we found that adding relevant label functions increases prediction performance (shown in the on-diagonals of Figures 2 and Supplemental Figure 5 ). We found that label functions designed from relatively related edge types can increase performance (seen when GiG label functions predicts CbG and vice versa). We noticed that one edge type (DaG) is agnostic to label function source ( Figure 2 and Supplemental Figure 5 ). Performance routinely increases when adding a single mismatched label function to our baseline model (the generative model trained only on distant supervision label functions). These results led us to hypothesize that adding a small amount of noise aided the model, but our experiment with a random label function reveals that this was not the case (Figures 3 and 6 ). Based on these results one question still remains: why does performance drastically increase when adding a single label function to our distant supervision baseline?
The discriminative model didn't work as intended. The majority of the time the discriminative model underperformed the generative model (Supplemental Figures 7 and 8 ). Potential reasons for this are the discriminative model over tting to the generative model's predictions and a negative class bias in some of our datasets ( Table 1 ). The challenges with the discriminative model are likely to have led to issues in our downstream analyses: poor model calibration (Supplemental Figure 9 ) and poor recall in detecting existing Hetionet edges (Supplemental Figure 11 ). Despite the above complications, our model had similar performance with a published baseline model (Supplemental Figure 10 ). This implies that with better tuning the discriminative model has the potential to perform better than the baseline model.
Conclusion and Future Direction
Filling out knowledge bases via manual curation can be an arduous and erroneous task [8] . As the rate of publications increases manual curation becomes an infeasible approach. Data programming, a paradigm that uses label functions as a means to speed up the annotation process, can be used as a solution for this problem. A problem with this paradigm is that creating a useful label function takes a signi cant amount of time. We tested the feasibility of reusing label functions as a way to speed up the label function creation process. We conclude that label function re-use across edge types can increase performance when there are certain constraints on the number of functions re-used. More sophisticated methods of reuse may be able to capture many of the advantages and avoid many of the drawbacks. Adding more relevant label functions can increase overall performance. The discriminative model, under this paradigm, has a tendency to over t to predictions of the generative model. We recommend implementing regularization techniques such as drop out and weight decay to combat this issue.
This work sets up the foundation for creating a common framework that mines text to create edges. Within this framework we would continuously ingest new knowledge as novel ndings are published, while providing a single con dence score for an edge by consolidating sentence scores. Di erent from existing hetnets like Hetionet where text-derived edges generally cannot be exactly attributed to excerpts from literature [3, 72] , our approach would annotate each edge with its source sentences. In addition, edges generated with this approach would be unencumbered from upstream licensing or copyright restrictions, enabling openly licensed hetnets at a scale not previously possible [73, 74, 75] . Accordingly, we plan to use this framework to create a robust multi-edge extractor via multitask learning [68] to construct continuously updating literature-derived hetnets.
Supplemental Information
This manuscript and supplemental information are available at https://greenelab.github.io/text_mined_hetnet_manuscript/. Source code for this work is available under open licenses at: https://github.com/greenelab/snorkeling/.
Supplemental Methods
Label Function Categories
We provide examples of label function categories below. Each example regards the following candidate sentence: "PTK6 may be a novel therapeutic target for pancreatic cancer."
Databases: These label functions incorporate existing databases to generate a signal, as seen in distant supervision [4] . These functions detect if a candidate sentence's co-mention pair is present in a given database. If the candidate pair is present, our label function emitted a positive label and abstained otherwise. If the candidate pair wasn't present in any existing database, a separate label function emitted a negative label. We used a separate label function to prevent a label imbalance problem that we encountered during development: emitting positive and negatives from the same label functions appeared to result in classi ers that predict almost exclusively negative predictions.
Text Patterns: These label functions are designed to use keywords and sentence context to generate a signal. For example, a label function could focus on the number of words between two mentions or focus on the grammatical structure of a sentence. These functions emit a positive or negative label depending on the situation.
Domain Heuristics:
These label functions use the other experiment results to generate a signal. For this category, we used dependency path cluster themes generated by Percha et al. [18] . If a candidate sentence's dependency path belongs to a previously generated cluster, then the label function will emit a positive label and abstain otherwise.
Roughly half of our label functions are based on text patterns, while the others are distributed across the databases and domain heuristics ( Table 2 ). 
Adding Random Noise to Generative Model
We discovered in the course of this work that adding a single label function from a mismatched type would often improve the performance of the generative model (see Results). We designed an experiment to test whether adding a noisy label function also increased performance. This label function emitted a positive or negative label at varying frequencies, which were evenly spaced from zero to one. Zero was the same as distant supervision and one meant that all sentences were randomly labeled. We trained the generative model with these label functions added and reported results in terms of AUROC and AUPR.
Discriminative Model
The discriminative model is a neural network, which we train to predict labels from the generative model. The expectation is that the discriminative model can learn more complete features of the text than the label functions used in the generative model. We used a convolutional neural network with multiple lters as our discriminative model. This network uses multiple lters with xed widths of 300 dimensions and a xed height of 7 (Figure 4 ), because this height provided the best performance in terms of relationship classi cation [76] . We trained this model for 20 epochs using the adam optimizer [77] with pytorch's default parameter settings and a learning rate of 0.001. We added a L2 penalty on the network weights to prevent over tting. Lastly, we added a dropout layer (p=0.25) between the fully connected layer and the softmax layer.
Figure 4:
The architecture of the discriminative model was a convolutional neural network. We performed a convolution step using multiple lters. The lters generated a feature map that was sent into a maximum pooling layer that was designed to extract the largest feature in each map. The extracted features were concatenated into a singular vector that was passed into a fully connected network. The fully connected network had 300 neurons for the rst layer, 100 neurons for the second layer and 50 neurons for the last layer. The last step from the fully connected network was to generate predictions using a softmax layer.
Word embeddings are representations that map individual words to real valued vectors of userspeci ed dimensions. These embeddings have been shown to capture the semantic and syntactic information between words [78]. We trained Facebook's fastText [79] using all candidate sentences for each individual relationship pair to generate word embeddings. fastText uses a skipgram model [80] that aims to predict the surrounding context for a candidate word and pairs the model with a novel scoring function that treats each word as a bag of character n-grams. We trained this model for 20 epochs using a window size of 2 and generated 300-dimensional word embeddings. We use the optimized word embeddings to train a discriminative model.
Calibration of the Discriminative Model
Often many tasks require a machine learning model to output reliable probability predictions. A model is well calibrated if the probabilities emitted from the model match the observed probabilities: a well-calibrated model that assigns a class label with 80% probability should have that class appear 80% of the time. Deep neural network models can often be poorly calibrated [81, 82] . These models are usually over-con dent in their predictions. As a result, we calibrated our convolutional neural network using temperature scaling. Temperature scaling uses a parameter T to scale each value of the logit vector (z) before being passed into the softmax (SM) function.
We found the optimal T by minimizing the negative log likelihood (NLL) of a held out validation set. The bene t of using this method is that the model becomes more reliable and the accuracy of the model doesn't change [81] . In this framework we used a generative model trained over label functions to produce probabilistic training labels for each sentence. Then we trained a discriminative model, which has full access to a representation of the text of the sentence, to predict the generated labels. The discriminative model is a convolutional neural network trained over word embeddings (See Methods). We report the results of the discriminative model using AUROC and AUPR (Figures 7 and 8 ).
Supplemental Tables and Figures Generative Model AUPR Performance
Random Label Function Generative Model Analysis
We found that the discriminative model under-performed the generative model in most cases. Only for the CtD edge does the discriminative model appear to provide performance above the generative model and that increased performance is only with a modest number of label functions. With the full set of label functions, performance of both models remain similar. The one or a few mismatched label functions (o -diagonal) improving generative model performance trend is retained despite the limited performance of the discriminative model. Even deep learning models with high precision and recall can be poorly calibrated, and the overcon dence of these models has been noted [81, 82] . We attempted to calibrate the best performing discriminative model so that we could directly use the emitted probabilities. We examined the calibration of our existing model (Supplemental Figure 9 , blue line). We found that the DaG and CtG edge types were, though not perfectly calibrated, were somewhat aligned with the ideal calibration lines. The CbG and GiG edges were poorly calibrated and increasing model certainty did not always lead to an increase in precision. Applying the calibration algorithm (orange line) did not appear to bring predictions in line with the ideal calibration line, but did capture some of the uncertainty in the GiG edge type. For this reason we use the measured precision instead of the predicted probabilities when determining how many edges could be added to existing knowledge bases with speci ed levels of con dence. the results of multiple linear regression analysis , with her2 as the dependent variable , showed that family history of breast cancer was signi cantly associated with elevated her2 levels in the tumors ( p = 0.0038 ) , after controlling for the e ects of age , tumor estrogen receptor , and dna index . 0.999 0.8 in the 2 ( nd ) study of cd33 + sr-aml 2 doses of go ( 4.5 -9 mg/m ( 2 ) ) were administered > = 60d post reduced intensity conditioning ( ric ) allosct ( 8 wks apart ) .
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0.281
Crohn's disease PTPN2
in this sample , we were able to con rm an association between cd and ptpn2 ( genotypic p = 0.019 and allelic p = 0.011 ) , and phenotypic analysis showed an association of this snp with late age at rst diagnosis , in ammatory and penetrating cd behaviour , requirement of bowel resection and being a smoker at diagnosis . 0.002 0.208 epidermal growth factor ( egf ) or platelet-derived growth factor binding to their receptor on broblasts induces tyrosine phosphorylation of plc gamma 1 and stable association of plc gamma 1 with the receptor protein tyrosine kinase .
0.969 0.659
D-Tyrosine PLCG1
tyrosine phosphorylation of plc-ii was stimulated by low physiological concentrations of egf ( 1 nm ) , was quantitative , and was already maximal after a 30 sec incubation with 50 nm egf at 37 degrees c. interestingly , antibodies speci c for plc-ii were able to coimmunoprecipitate the egf receptor and antibodies against egf receptor also coimmunoprecipitated plc-ii .
0.964 0.651
Ketamine C5
additionally , reduction of glycine binding by the c-5 antagonists was reversed by both nmda receptor agonists and c-7 competitive nmda antagonists , providing evidence that the site of action of these c-5 antagonists is the nmda recognition site , resulting in indirect modulation of the glycine site .
0.957 0.643 Eprazinone GAST in patients with renal failure there exists the inhibition of the gastrin acid secretion which is the cause of the weakening of the mechanism of the feedback connection between hcl and gastrin , while because of a permanent stimulation of g-cells , the hyperplasia of these cells develops , as well as the increased secretory activity , and hypergastrinemia . synergy with v-abl depended on a motif in cyclin d1 that mediates its binding to the retinoblastoma protein , suggesting that abl oncogenes in part mediate their mitogenic e ects via a retinoblastoma protein-dependent pathway .
0.736 0.547 Figure 10 : Comparion between our model and CoCoScore model [13] . We report both model's performance in terms of AUROC and AUPR. Our model achieves comparable performance against CoCoScore in terms of AUROC. As for AUPR, CoCoScore consistently outperforms our model except for CtD.
Baseline Comparison
Once our discriminator model is calibrated, we grouped sentences based on mention pair (edges). We assigned each edge the maximum score over all grouped sentences and compared our model's ability to predict pairs in our test set to a previously published baseline model [13] . Performance is reported in terms of AUROC and AUPR ( Figure 10 ). Across edge types our model shows comparable performance against the baseline in terms of AUROC. Regarding AUPR, our model shows hindered performance against the baseline. The exception for both cases is CtD where our model performs better than the baseline. Figure 11 : A scatter plot showing the number of edges (log scale) we can add or recall at speci ed precision levels. The blue depicts edges existing in hetionet and the orange depicts how many novel edges can be added.
Reconstructing Hetionet
We evaluated how many edges we can recall/add to Hetionet v1 (Supplemental Figure 11 and Table  11 ). In our evaluation we used edges assigned to our test set. Overall, we can recall a small amount of edges at high precision thresholds. A key example is CbG and GiG where we recalled only one exisiting edge at 100% precision. Despite the low recall, we are still able to add novel edges to DaG and CtD while retaining modest precision. randomized phase ii trial of rst-line treatment with tailored irinotecan and s-1 therapy versus s-1 monotherapy for advanced or recurrent gastric carcinoma ( jfmc31-0301 ).
CtD
Treprostinil hypertension 1.000 0.913 536 oral treprostinil for the treatment of pulmonary arterial hypertension in patients receiving background endothelin receptor antagonist and phosphodiesterase type 5 inhibitor therapy ( the freedom-c2 study ) : a randomized controlled trial.
